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Risk and Interdependencies in Critical Infrastructures: A Guideline for Analysis (Springer Series in Reliability Engineering)Springer, 2012

	Today’s society is completely dependent on critical networks such as  water supply, sewage, electricity, ICT and transportation. Risk and vulnerability analyses are needed to grasp the impact of threats and hazards. However, these become quite complex as there are strong interdependencies both within and between infrastructure...
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Wireless Networks and Security: Issues, Challenges and Research Trends (Signals and Communication Technology)Springer, 2013

	 “Wireless Networks and Security” provides a broad coverage of wireless security issues including cryptographic coprocessors, encryption, authentication, key management, attacks and countermeasures, secure routing, secure medium access control, intrusion detection, epidemics, security performance analysis, security issues in...
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Hacking Exposed Malware & RootkitsMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	Malware. In my almost 15 years in information security, malware has become the most powerful tool in a cyber attacker’s arsenal. From sniffing financial records and stealing keystrokes to peer-to-peer networks and auto updating functionality, malware has become the key component in almost all successful attacks. This has not always been...
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Asset Attack Vectors: Building Effective Vulnerability Management Strategies to Protect OrganizationsApress, 2018

	
		Build an effective vulnerability management strategy to protect your organization’s assets, applications, and data.

	Today’s network environments are dynamic, requiring multiple defenses to mitigate vulnerabilities and stop data breaches. In the modern enterprise, everything connected to the network is a...
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Data-Driven Security: Analysis, Visualization and DashboardsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Uncover hidden patterns of data and respond with countermeasures


	Security professionals need all the tools at their disposal to increase their visibility in order to prevent security breaches and attacks. This careful guide explores two of the most powerful ? data analysis and visualization. You'll soon understand how to...
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Extreme Exploits: Advanced Defenses Against Hardcore HacksMcGraw-Hill, 2005
Protect your network and web sites from malicious attacks with help from this cutting-edge guide. Extreme Exploits is packed with never-before-published advanced security techniques and concise instructions that explain how to defend against devastating vulnerabilities in software and network infrastructure. This book gives you detailed analyses...
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Metasploit Penetration Testing CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012

	Penetration testing is one of the core aspects of network security in today's scenario. It involves a complete analysis of the system by implementing real-life security tests. It helps in identifying potential weaknesses in the system's major components which can occur either in its hardware or software. The reason which makes...
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Secure Coding in C and C++Addison Wesley, 2005

	"The security of information systems has not improved at a rate consistent with the growth and sophistication of the attacks being made against them. To address this problem, we must improve the underlying strategies and techniques used to create our systems. Specifically, we must build security in from the start, rather than append...
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Syngress Force 2006 Emerging Threat Analysis: From Mischief to MaliciousSyngress Publishing, 2006
Over the last seven years, Internet Security Systems' (ISS) elite X-Force has discovered more high-risk vulnerabilities than all other research groups and vendors combined, including the vulnerability that led to the recent, widespread Zotob worm. For the first time ever, follow the X-Force team as they analyze potential vulnerabilities and...
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Dissecting the Hack: The V3rb0t3n NetworkSyngress Publishing, 2015

	Dissecting the Hack: The V3rb0t3n Network ventures further into cutting-edge techniques and methods than its predecessor, Dissecting the Hack: The F0rb1dd3n Network. It forgoes the basics and delves straight into the action, as our heroes are chased around the world in a global race against the clock. The danger they face will...
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Buffer Overflow AttacksSyngress Publishing, 2005
Buffer overflows. In most information technology circles these days, the term buffer overflows has become synonymous with vulnerabilities or in some cases, exploits. It is not only a scary word that can keep you up at night wondering if you purchased the best firewalls, configured your new host-based intrusion prevention system correctly, and have...
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Networked RFID Systems and Lightweight Cryptography: Raising Barriers to Product CounterfeitingSpringer, 2007
The book consists of a collection of works on utilising the automatic identification technology provided by Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) to address the problems of global counterfeiting of goods. The book presents current research, directed to securing supply chains against the efforts of counterfeit operators, carried out at the Auto-ID...
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